Bible Story 10

THE TOWER OF BABEL

GENESIS 10:8-10; 11:1-9
“And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.”

GENESIS 11:4
10. THE TOWER OF BABEL
(GENESIS 10:8-10; 11:1-9)

MEMORY VERSE:
"And He will bring down their pride together with the trickery of their hands."
ISAIAH 25:11

TRUE OR FALSE:
1. "Now the whole earth had one language and one speech." GENESIS 11:1
   TRUE OR FALSE

2. And it came to pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinsplints, and they dwelt there. GENESIS 11:2
   TRUE OR FALSE

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
3. "And they said, 'Come, let ___ build ______________ a city, and a tower whose top is in the heavens; let ____ make a name for _______________, lest ____ be scattered abroad over the face of the whole earth.'" GENESIS 11:4

CIRCLE THE CORRECT WORDS:
4. "And the LORD said, 'Indeed the people are one and they all have one (LANGUAGE, HAIRDO), and this is what they begin to do; now (EVERYTHING, NOTHING) that they propose to do will be withheld from them.'" GENESIS 11:6

TRUE OR FALSE:
5. The LORD said, "Come, let Us go down and there confuse their language, that they may not understand one another's speech." GENESIS 11:7
   TRUE OR FALSE

6. "So the LORD scattered them abroad from there over the face of all the earth, and they ceased from building the city." GENESIS 11:8
   TRUE OR FALSE

CIRCLE THE CORRECT WORDS:
7. "Therefore its name is called (BABY, BABEL), because there the LORD confused the language of all the earth; and from there the LORD (SCARED, SCATTERED) them abroad over the face of all the earth." GENESIS 11:9
10. THE TOWER OF BABEL
(GENESIS 10:8-10; 11:1-9)

THE LANGUAGES SHINAR
D LORDS QIBEN OYO
NOY MJSAJ VENSEM
AYTICCBWBNWFK
TOGJEAUCZOZMAH
SCVSLKNESTSYEU
R OHGETIPCTS JZGN
ENWRSNEVAEHNDWT
DFSDFFENTFAITPE
NUXSCHSZTMAVT
USAHKHSPEECHREJR
RESPCYURFRIJOUEP
YIEIUTPHEBZDWC
KKWRIKTXFDZGOLF
IHBYBFAIMDTWTFHA

FILL IN THE LETTERS OF THE VERSE BELOW,

BABEL LANGUAGE SPEECH CONFUSE ONE
HUNTER SHINAR CITY UNDERSTAND
SCATTERED BRICKS NAME HEAVENS
BAKE LORD NAME CUSH

NOW USE THOSE LETTERS TO ANSWER THIS QUESTION...

Who will bring down their pride? "THE ___ ___ ___ ___"
10. THE TOWER OF BABEL  
(GENESIS 10:8-10; 11:1-9)

MEMORY VERSE:  
"And He will bring down their pride together with the trickery of their hands. The fortress of the high fort of your walls He will bring down, lay low, and bring to the ground, down to the dust."  ISAIAH 25:11-12

TRUE OR FALSE:
1. "Now the whole earth had one language and one speech."  GENESIS 11:1  
   TRUE OR FALSE

2. And it came to pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinsplints, and they dwelt there.  GENESIS 11:2  
   TRUE OR FALSE

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
3. "And they said, 'Come, let ____ build ______________ a city, and a tower whose top is in the heavens; let ____ make a name for ________________, lest ____ be scattered abroad over the face of the whole earth."  GENESIS 11:4

4. "And the LORD said, 'Indeed the people are one and they all have one ________________, and this is what they begin to do; now ________________ that they propose to do will be withheld from them.' "  GENESIS 11:6

TRUE OR FALSE:
5. The LORD said, "Come, let Us go down and there confuse their language, that they may not understand one another's speech."  GENESIS 11:7  
   TRUE OR FALSE

FILL IN THE BLANKS:
6. "So the LORD scattered them abroad from there over the face of all the earth, and they ____________ from building the city."  GENESIS 11:8

7. "Therefore its name is called ____________, because there the LORD confused the language of all the earth; and from there the LORD ________________ them abroad over the face of ____ the earth."  GENESIS 11:9
10. THE TOWER OF BABEL  
(GENESIS 10:8-10; 11:1-9)

V Z M X F B P I S P K L U O W L I D U Q I H R J N  
O R I Y Z L Z F C R P K V W Y O V S W A F N A I M  
Y Y X N N U U L P R S Q I V K A M J Y G Q R U Z L  
D Q K D S S D A C E T S U H Y K N L Y A O W V W A  
G Q E C P W E S N E V A E H E L J E D S C W W Z  
C H Y E H W E Z X C I T Y Y H A B T H T H N A V Y  
X F E V U C E D C X V S H G N P L B L N I R T H E  
H O O N E R D L H R W E U M R D S Q R K A I V S G  
K I E S T F V W S T E A P D Q Q P O O L R K K R Z  
Y H Z K N M N C U O G T K X X J W V W D E F B V S  
B H Q L U E P A C E D Z T U H J Y H O P T M B B  
Z Q V D H T Y Z X J K P R A M C H X J H G S S K E  
U U L F B A B E L Q A E E V C X N C S Y G T H G W  
F F S A S L G S P L G D N E G S F J R Q L O J G P  
T O W E R M E D R P S N A Z Q V G C O N F U S E B  
J U R B Y M N E G V A A I U W D I N V K Y Y L E T  
U M S R A E W P E N O T S U G I E B J G T T X I D  
X K B X N I Z V H Y K R Q X W O W L U J V G K A T  
K V C E D I U U Y Q S E F Q D O K D V M E F N V C  
B S Z I Y D I Y D Y D R B I F O N C N I P I P  
D L F W R Z F P M O X N C V C U I K G R J Y F W N  
C B W G I B Y N B O F U G B P D L A O M A M H A B  

BABEL HUNTER SCATTERED BAKE LANGUAGE  
SHINAR BRICKS LORD SPEECH CITY  
NAME STONE CONFUSE NIMROD TOWER  
CUSH ONE UNDERSTAND HEAVENS

FILL IN THE LETTERS OF THE VERSE BELOW,  
AND ME  
WIL BRING  
D WN THEIR PRIDE  
TOGETHE WITH  
THE TRICKERY OF THEIR KAN_S  
ISAIAH 25:11

NOW USE THOSE LETTERS TO ANSWER THIS QUESTION...  
Who will bring down their pride?  "THE ___ ___ ___ ___"
3 DOWN "And He will bring down their ______together with the trickery of their hands." ISAIAH 25:11

4 DOWN "Now the whole earth had one language and one ______." GENESIS 11:1

5 DOWN "And it came to pass, as they journeyed from the east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinar, and they ______ there." GENESIS 11:2

7 ACROSS "And they said, 'Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower whose top is in the ______ let us make a name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad over the face of the whole earth.' " GENESIS 11:4

1 DOWN "And the LORD said, 'Indeed the people are one and they all have one _____, and this is what they begin to do; now nothing that they propose to do will be withheld from them.' " GENESIS 11:6

2 ACROSS The LORD said, "Come, let Us go down and there _____their language, that they may not understand one another's speech." GENESIS 11:7

4 ACROSS "So the LORD _____them abroad from there over the face of all the earth, and they ceased from building the city." GENESIS 11:8

6 DOWN "Therefore its name is called _____, because there the LORD confused the language of all the earth; and from there the LORD scattered them abroad over the face of all the earth." GENESIS 11:9